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Book 1

ARMANEENS

Last Edited: 7/26/12

Project Started: 12/10/10

Long before the universe began, there were five magical crystals that put the universe together the way it is. These are the crystals of values, time, love, existence, and information. Once Earth came around, animals used them to make tools and fight other animals. Eventually, humans used them as well. They did evil things with them throughout time. One day, there were 2 chosen ones to stop all this madness and keep the crystals safe, but they have to find them first. Now quit reading the boring background story and read the book already!

If you find this lying around, do not throw it away. This is the original copy of "Armaneens".
part 1: ghost busters

3000 years ago...

Julius Caesar: give me that crystal.
NEVER!

Present day

USA...

NEWS FOR TODAY

History:
Julius Caesar
really died because
he didn't give his friend the crystal of value.

ROAR!!!

YEAH!! LET'S GO!

WE NEED TO FIND THE CRYSTAL OF VALUE!

Did you hear that?
A GHOST!

GIVE ME THE CRYSTAL!

We don't have it!
We are looking for the crystal of value!

You idiot! Don't tell him what we're looking for!

But I know it's...

SILENCE!

Give me the crystal in one week, or I'll kill you both!

GASP

Well let's start looking for it...

We won't give it to you, you moron!

Yeah! We'll use it for good unlike you!

I'm with ya, buddy.
BUT WAIT... or I'll... uhh... RIP YOUR SOULS APART!

I knew pretending I was a ghost wouldn't work!

They are so brave...

SLAM

BEEP

Now time for PLAN B! MUHAAAAA!

It sounded like there was a walki-talki in that painting...

We can't let that happen, can we?
Part 2: Grand Theft Auto

We're gonna use this rope to get on top of a moving car!

Got it!

Then we're gonna break in the windshield and hijack their car.

Okay!

Now let's do it!

GLIP BACK TO REALITY!
Quick! Get on my back!

No, it was just a signpost.

Deleted scene.

A car!

'Im driving...

Okay...

'Am out there.
2 hours later...

But I gotta do it...

We aren't even going to school tomorrow... look out!

And that was the end of our heroes!

Just kidding...

What will happen next?

hehehe...

Find out on part 3!
Part 3: Freefalling

WHAT'RE WE GONNA DO?!

I have some Bubble Dubbles we can float in...

Quick! Use it!

Bombs away... BLOOP

WEBE! After a few minutes of crossing the mountain...

END
POP

WHAT'RE WE GONNA DO NOW?

GRAB A LEDGE!

ALRIGHT!

HELP ME UP!

Phew... Thanks!
You idiot. We'll die if we jump again! We just got lucky a few times!

But look down there...

I know. Especially after my dare of only drinking mud for two straight days...

Ew! Well, what are we waiting for? Let's jump!

GASP! WE'RE STUCK HERE!

Not if we jump...

YAY! WATER!

FREEFALL!
Part 4: Don't Eat Feet

A few minutes later...

Yay! No more mud!

Would you shut up about the mud things already? That's really creepy!

We're almost there! Hold your nose!

Okay...

Dang it! My clothes are wet!

Me too! And my hat!

We better swim to shore! Oww! My foot!

Help is on the way.

I can't move!
There was a shark biting your foot.
Oh no!

3 minutes later...

WEEEEEE!

GRR!
SPLASH
Run away!
No! Swim away.

Aw... I didn't even get to drink water...

Go ahead! Just don't fall in...

SHUT UP! Yeah, no more darts of drinking.

END
Part 5: Fog

We're almost to shore.

Can I do my homework now?

What's the point now? We'll probably lose it by the time we find it.

Our teacher won't believe a shark ate my homework will she?

Don't worry, I'll lie to her with you...

Hey look! Land ho!

Set ready to jump off...
It's like that time when we wore drunk giggled at recess.

GRR

Thanks for the ride!

OH! THAT WAS ABSOLUTELY TERRIBLE!

Wait a minute... We're going back the way we came. You idiot!

We are? But I didn't know we were. It's just so foggy. Sorry about that...

I can't see a damn thing in this fog. Me neither!

Soo... I feel bad!

It's okay! Just don't do it again...
Well, who cares about fog, anyway?
Not me. I'm not blind, Grant!
Hey, where is the crystal, anyway?
I don't know!
Is it close by?
Probably not...
I'm with my buddy.
Well, let's go!
And we said a minute ago that it did us no harm. We are so dishonest.
Abe Lincoln would hate us if he was still alive.
Man! Hat fog!
Some h...
Hey, loot! It's that car we hijacked!

I mean, what remains of it, anyway...

Ew! That wasn't fog! That was air pollution. Gas is coming out of our totaled car!

So how will we clog it up?

I'll use this wheel.

Good idea!

So where do we go now?

How about in that cave over there?
Part 6: Trespassing?

What does 'tress passing' mean?

I guess it means passing trees.

Ha! Last time I checked, trees don't grow in caves, so we don't have to worry about it!

Well, let's go!

This is the worst place to take pictures!

Alert! Alert! Intruders have infiltrated the building!

Do they not understand what the word 'trespassing' means?
They did! They just don't care. Let's get those two guys!

Sir, yes sir!

We'd better hide. There's nowhere to hide!

Quick! Go in there!

SLAM!

Where'd they go? I don't know!

Let's escape through that pipe!
Part 7: Area 51

They aren't talking about the game, you idiot. This is reality. That game was named after and is based on an actual place.

Area 51 is a place where no one is allowed to go. People can't even fly airplanes and helicopters near that place.

The reason no one is allowed there is because of some top secret military experiment the army is doing.

And these "policemen" are lying to us saying that we are in Area 51!

The police never lie, fool. Now do as we say, CHEF.

But you're not even real policemen. They wear uniforms, not dorky T-shirts!
Man, I was gonna say that's you glory hog!

Algo, Area 51 is in New Mexico. This is South Carolina. Big difference, right?

But um... this is... New Mexico... He's right... um... heck... is this... uh... NELL...

That sign proves NOTHING! Everything you've said is a big fat LIE, and it's really OBVIOUS, too!

He's right! Now tell us who you two REALLY are!

Welcome to New Mexico

I remember saying that two hours ago!
Part 8: New Names

What the heck is going on?

We're you guys two hours later?

Don't be mad!

That doesn't even make any sense.

Plus, how are we gonna tell each other apart?

Easy. We're holding hats in our hands, and you two aren't. Now chill out, already!

Aw... Why can't we be the ones holding the hats? That star hat looks cool!

I agree with um... the guy with the hat on his head... and... not in his hand...

Call me something else, okay?
But we don't even know your names, you morons. What else am I supposed to call you? "Moron"?

Just call me brother or something, okay? After all, that would make sense, because I am your brother.

Shut up, morons!

You just called yourself a moron, too. Hehehehe!

Any way, we're gonna give you two names.

Hey, how about you name him 'retard' and name me 'awesome'!!

Heheh... wish I could, but those are not real names.

The one with the hat is Alex, and the one without the hat is Cody!

So, what do you think, Alex? A better name than retard, for sure.
Part 9: Time Travel

Feast your eyes on the crystal of time.

So that's how you got here.

We never knew we would find it so easily.

Alex, with this you can time travel!

Cody, don't you think I already knew that?!

It wouldn't hurt for me to tell you again!

Listen up! You've got to go to Rome 3,000 years ago and get the crystal of value.

Using........ TIME TRAVELL!!

Oh geez...
Part 10: In the Middle of a Fight

RRGH! YOU ARE CHEATING! SETTING TRAPS ON YOUR OPPONENTS IS STRICTLY NOT ALLOWED!!

HAHAHAHAHA! Me? "Setting traps on my opponents"? NO WAY! THESE PEOPLE FELL FROM THE SKY! HAHAHAHAHAHAA!

Stop playing around. You know you'll get disqualified if you cheat in a gladiator game.

Um... Lemme take a look at these people.

The king is watching you! He knows if you cheat or not!

SHUT UP!

These people are angels from Heaven.
You know... it's a game.

Yeah, RIGHT! They're not even real people. They're fake dummies that you made and you hired a person to get on top of the coliseum to throw these angels at you.

That's right! They're NOT people. They're angels. And do you see anyone on top of the coliseum that you think threw these angels at you?

Um... we... um... no. Don't... uh...

Listen up, fellow Romans! These people are God's messengers. They fell from Heaven down to our coliseum.

His flashback is over.

I'm thinking.

His flashback.

AAAH! My brother... he's DEAD! HELP!

YAWN! What're you talking about? I'm not dead. I'm right here.
Oh, thank gosh you're- wait a minute... Who is heeeeee?

Take a look at his hands, idiot...

Oh...

Plus, how are we gonna tell each other apart?

Chief

Easy. We're holding hats in our hands, and you two aren't. Now chill out, already!

It's... you're time clone. But... but... how'd he get here?

Here's how it happened...
So I was falling...
I found out that those "time clones" as you call them weren't really us from the future...

HMMMM........

They weren't acting like it... if they were us 2 hours later, they wouldn't have known so much... For example, we wouldn't have been able to build hi-tech security cameras.

ALERT! ALERT!

I realized that the reason they were saying they were "the future us" was so that we wouldn't try to attack them, because if they were us from the futures anything we did to them, we'd have to suffer for later...

So I went back to the present and killed the "future me", because he has something inside his chot hat.

GAK
YOU'LL BE DEAD!

I wanted to show you so I took his body to 10 seconds before you came into Rama and then I teleported on top of this wall and jumped off.

OKAY!

So if you say something is in the hat, why don't we look inside?
Part 11
God's Messenger

SHAKE SHAKE SHAKE
Cheep
SHAKE
Cheep
Cheep

THERE'S NOTHING INSIDE!!!

Next time, check BEFORE you kill the man!

What if it's a woman and not a man?

He's obviously a boy, idiot!

You never know! It could be a girl! We have no clues because this crazy adventure is confusing enough.

Who would put a plot-twist like that in a comic as good as THIS?! That's a retarded idea.

Deal?
What do you want us to do for you?

I heard that! You are our new leaders. Our lords. The new lords of Rome.

We travel to you holy messengers of God and Jesus.

Give us the crystal of virtue!

Then go get it already!

Our Caesar has it.

Well do it!!!

It's a man and woman?

Mom and dad?

Then a minute later...

Julius Caesar, give me that crystal!

NEVER!!
Here you go sir!

Thanks! Now we can go home! Now we have to find the crystal of love.

Well let's go already!

Goodbye, our lords! Have a jolly life.

WOOOSH!

Yay! The lords are gone.

WOOOSH

WE'RE FREE!

What is it?

We're back to our own time!
Hey, I know who that is. It's the guardian of the crystals...

Look over there!!!

Oh, yeah! Remember the whole story...

So we were outside feeding our homework assignments to a stray dog.

And suddenly, this angel appears and says: I am the guardian of the powerful crystals.

Even worse, are you the owner of this dog? We fell asleep... Uh, you aren't here to bust us for doing our homework, are you?

Ugh... no...

You two are the chosen ones to find the 5 power crystals!
The power crystals? That sounds cool... but what are those?

He told us about the power crystals.

The power crystals are 5 crystals that...

When he was done telling us everything, oh that was a great story! So what do we do with them when we find them?

To learn the actual story of the power crystals, look back at the Summary on the title page.

I have an idea! Let's feed them all to this dog! He'd love them!

ABSOLUTELY NOT! Are you like retarted or something?

DOES THAT MEAN WE CAN KEEP THEM?

Better yet, we could SELL them all! We'd make millions of dollars, and we could quit school!

SHUSH!

When you're done freezing the crystals, you must...

Hello?

Are you two drunk or something?

Hello, chosen ones! Have come for the crystals you collected!
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Creator (Billy): Sup, guys?